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Here we go - Details about JIP
Posted by jewinpain - 16 Mar 2010 20:57
_____________________________________

Hello everyone, i have been on here for a while now, but never took the time to introduce
myself, so here you will get a chance to take a look at me

29 YO, chasidish, few kids, married for 10+ years, crazy upbringing, crazy family, painful teen
years, & a painful live overall, that’s y i am called JIP = Jew in PAIN

a bit history of family

I am part of a very large family, dad never worked, so we never had a $$, since he never
worked he had a lot of extra time to harass us kids, Mom is an abused lady who suffered her life
on her own, after she met my dad, we moved around the world throughout the years, which of
course made things really nice for us to be newcomers every few years, of course daddy is a
very big talmid chocem since he learned most of his days as a youngster, but as our sages in
ovas already say learning alone isn’t enough to keep u sane, but i guess he was smarter,

Now a bit about myself,

i was a very good naive kid, very eidal, & good learner all the years, never made any trouble in
chidar, of course i made at home since it was a hellish place to grow up in, till i was molested at
age 9, than Life turned around, & ever since i am in pain Terrible pain, life went on as normal,
but deep inside me i was torn apart from guilt, shame, fear, and all the rest, now did i became a
bad boy? NO i didn’t i just had to keep up and swallowed the pain in me, did i ever tell anyone
about it? of course not, as i didn’t have whom to tell, & would u take the courage to tell my
mlamed, i would probably be taken into the makes room, & get my 39 malkes for being such a
bad boy, so here i grow up & become a bucher, still keeping the secret even deeper into me,
goin in yeshiva, starting with all the struggles  teens have, had to shove off every few months a
friend who just wanted to have some fun & add some salt to my open wound, till I went out of
that yeshiva at age 14, went in to a small yeshiva for 1 zman, that’s when dad got his share big
time, that one of my family members went off the derech completely, so his power started to
crumble a bit, of course I was sent away from home to live elsewhere, for this few months, than
at age 14 ? I was drop shipped to Israel, probably the youngest American boy in Jerusalem who
cares, away from home & that’s it, in a cretin way I felt free as I didn’t need to keep up with the
monster, & I didn’t even call home for the 1st few months, I started up as a good boy there, but
very quickly I decided I don’t wana be frum anymore, it’s time to go have fun, so I started to
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drop out of yeshiva whenever I had a chance, but for some odd reason, the guys who worked
with me were able to keep me somewhat in line, even remember 1 scenario, where I decided
this is it, I’m out of this yeshiva after a stupid fight with the magid shier, & ran to my place of
course negotiations started right away when my mentors found out about & I told them outright I
am going to be a street boy from now on, I even got a job for a few days where I earned 6
shekel an hour for operating machinery with my power, so I made some good exercise, I was
happy as I was into that’s tuff, anyhow they were lucky to get me over for a talk with the
amshinover rebba in beit vgan at 4 Am I do not remember exactly what we spoke about , I just
recall that he really convinced some way to go back in yeshiva & so I did, for another year, than
came yeshiva gdola, had to find a new place, hell started again, cuz who wanted me, I went to a
few yeshivas for a interview, but they all said “I’m sorry but NO THANKS, finally a few weeks in
zman I landed in a OOT yeshiva in Israel, where I guess they needed more students & $$$
talks, so I was in, I became a very good boy, made lots of progress in learning, again this
yeshiva was filled with sex offenders, but I built a very strong wall around me, & stood up like a
pro this 2 years I was there, till I 18 & I came home to get married

now I just gave u guys a VERY short diary of what happened through my years till now, but I
just done have the koach to wrap it all up and expose it, as I will probably make my desk here
wet from tears, so will leave it at that for now,

I came home & again yeshiva didn’t wana take me, since I didn’t learn for the last zman in the
prior yeshiva due to some problems I fell in financially I dropped it all, turned to heavy smoking,
& was busy fighting not to go in army, when I really wanted to go, but couldn’t do it, so I didn’t
know a word, so I failed at the interview, again we made some phones calls here & there, & I
got in a good yeshiva here in NY, were I got a very good name right away & after 1 zman I was
engaged to the girl my JERK FATHER wanted me to, so I had no choice married the frummy he
wanted, went in to Kolel, & played along with it, I was miserable as hell 3 months into the
marriage, I already bought por* magazines, & I started leading a double life, since I wasn’t
allowed to work , I had a lot of extra time on my hands, & just gave an opportunity to get worse
& worse, chat rooms, adult forums, sex lines, & all the rest, of course I wasn’t able to focus on
work even after wife stopped working & I had to go out, as I was just busy chasing gals out
there, 7 years into marriage I  expressed to my wife, that I am not happy with her, & it was very
painful for both of us, & she promised me to change for me, so she did come forward a drop,
but still didn’t help me much & I just got worse & worse, b”h I never ever met anyone so I got
clean hands, but my mind & heart are all messed up from this years of doing the wrong things,
had many time suicidal thoughts over the past 3 years, if not the kids, I would have done it w/o a
blink of the eye, till I came to a braking point a few months ago,  & decided that I do need
professional help, & that’s where I am at now, so wife knows about my molestation I went
through so she’s looking at me a bit different, but now she feels she is clean from all fo the
problems since I am the abused kid, but let’s better not talk about this here, so here I am
spend  20 years of my life in garbage, didn’t accomplish anything, would I get a chance from
hashem today to die, I would gladly take it, life is full of struggles & don’t know hat people
always say u can make it, u can do it, I have tried throughout the years, but till I came to a point
that I lost faith in hasham unfortunately, I am working on it really hard, but every few days, when
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I hit a bump I fall back,

So what do I want from you out here with this post, a few things # 1 u hear me brag on the
forum of different threads every time for somehi9tng else so at least u know where JIP is
coming from, # 2 to all of u guys married or not, don’t keep any secrets in your life, it cost me
my life, my business, & what not, u must play open cards, it does not help hiding stuff,

Thanks for reading & have a good day

========================================================================
====

Re: Here we go - Details about JIP
Posted by yechidah - 17 Mar 2010 16:24
_____________________________________

you are right.and your question is a very good.and our timing is very different than His.

All I can say is that there were times in my life that I did not think He was helping me, and it was
only years later that I realize that He actually was.

He is pulling strings for you upstairs

And now you cannot see it.

one day,and I hope it will be soon, you will.

========================================================================
====

Re: Here we go - Details about JIP
Posted by jewinpain - 17 Mar 2010 16:26
_____________________________________

Tnx yechida, but I just don't know what has to take sooo long I know he is quicker than us, and I
know he wants us to be happy so it must be some kind of blockage I assume and I must wonder
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what it might be

========================================================================
====

Re: Here we go - Details about JIP
Posted by the.guard - 17 Mar 2010 16:51
_____________________________________

I think he means that bad chat rooms and bad forums = destruction.

Well, now we have the perfect antidote to the bad: GYE!

The Ohr Hachayim on Parshas Shmos (3:8) writes that before Moshiach's time, the Jewish
nation will be subjected to the 50th level of impurity. But he also writes there, that before the
Redemption the Jewish people will garner the strength to enter into the very "mouth" of the 50th
level of impurity and pull out that which the Satan had already swallowed ("le'hotzi boi'lo
mi'piv").

And that is exactly what the GuardYourEyes community is doing today. The Ohr Hachayim
Hakadosh could not have used a more divinely inspired analogy. We are entering into the
mouth of the Yetzer Hara himself and using the very power of the internet/forums/chatrooms to
pull out these sparks of Kedusha, these holy souls, that have fallen to the 50th level of impurity! 
;D

========================================================================
====

Re: Here we go - Details about JIP
Posted by jewinpain - 17 Mar 2010 16:52
_____________________________________

Thanks gaurd, so what's doing with our own Chat room

========================================================================
====

Re: Here we go - Details about JIP
Posted by DovInIsrael - 17 Mar 2010 17:06
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_____________________________________

re:blockage

hmmm...could be. Maybe we are onto something.

Are you familar with EFT - emotional freedom technique

There is some good stuff on line to start with.

Good stuff for removing blocks - its a combination of of accu-pressure and accu-puncture...one
can do it by themself.

dovinisrael

========================================================================
====

Re: Here we go - Details about JIP
Posted by jewinpain - 17 Mar 2010 17:08
_____________________________________

one can do it by themself.

Would u give us some instructions??

========================================================================
====

Re: Here we go - Details about JIP
Posted by trying123 - 17 Mar 2010 17:27
_____________________________________

DovInIsrael wrote on 17 Mar 2010 17:06:
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re:blockage

hmmm...could be. Maybe we are onto something.

Are you familar with EFT - emotional freedom technique

There is some good stuff on line to start with.

Good stuff for removing blocks - its a combination of of accu-pressure and accu-puncture...one
can do it by themself.

dovinisrael

 

Heard of it vaguely...

What is it...?

What does it accomplish..?

========================================================================
====
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Re: Here we go - Details about JIP
Posted by DovInIsrael - 17 Mar 2010 17:58
_____________________________________

re:EFT

www.emofree.com/splash/video_popup.asp

(its a video - sorry)

in short it is a combination of tapping on teh bodies meridans and positive affirmations.

I just ordered the freeby materials -

so I can tell you if they are any good or not.  But since this is the site from the creator of the
program I assume they must be pretty good.

alternative tapping (left /right) with slightly curled fingers on:

the bone under the eyes, then 

on the upper lip , then

on the chin , then

on teh spots about 2 inches below the collar bone, then 

on the spots where the fingers touch your thigh

add some positive affirmation - you get some pretty powerful stuff!

EFT is used here for trauma victims with high  success rates
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DovInIsrael

========================================================================
====

Re: Here we go - Details about JIP
Posted by DovInIsrael - 17 Mar 2010 18:19
_____________________________________

re: EFT

here is a basic trainng video on EFT.

www.emofree.com/splash/video_popup.asp

there are others at the bottom of the video once it finishes - have not watched all of them.

one can tapp all through out the day..

and in teh morning when one wakes up - and also at night before falls aslepp.

hope it helps.

DovIn Israel

========================================================================
====

Re: Here we go - Details about JIP
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Posted by Ineedhelp!! - 17 Mar 2010 19:40
_____________________________________

Hey JIP,

You are really a true gibor. I mean that in a very literal sense. If you have survived through all of
what you went through you can surely get through anything that Hashem sends your way. I
cannot say that I relate to your stiry, but I surely feel your pain. It hurts me as well. Every time I
hear another one of these stories it pains me so much but then I relaize that this person is well
on his way to getting his life back on track. I see you are doing just that.

"Ve'Ohavta Eis Hashem Elokecha Bechol Levavcha, Uvechol Nafshecha, Uvechol Meodecha." 

Rebi Akivah says that "Uvechol Meodecha" means whatever Hashem sends your way, be it
good or bad, you should still love Hashem. I know this is very difficlult to attain. I am not saying
you should be there now, but maybe its something to strive for each day. I try to have a lot of
Kavanah on this part (and the other two parts) of the Pasuk all 3 times of the day that I say it. I
dont just have my normal Kavanah. I make it really extra special. Atleast I should relally feal it
for those 3 seconds a day and maybe one day I'll feel it 24 hours a day.

Please continue to inspire us. A source of inspiration for people like us is quite rare. You have
that rare ability to inspire. Do it through your actions!

-Yiddle

========================================================================
====

Re: Here we go - Details about JIP
Posted by jewinpain - 17 Mar 2010 19:55
_____________________________________

Hey guys, r u making my day, so much good words, u make a difference in the life of a JEW IN
PAIN

========================================================================
====
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Re: Here we go - Details about JIP
Posted by bardichev - 17 Mar 2010 19:57
_____________________________________

CAN I ADD SOMETHING??

========================================================================
====

Re: Here we go - Details about JIP
Posted by jewinpain - 17 Mar 2010 19:59
_____________________________________

Hey bro, I was waiting for u to pop in

========================================================================
====

Re: Here we go - Details about JIP
Posted by the.guard - 17 Mar 2010 20:11
_____________________________________

....but where is payment, the one who put me through this mess he's the only 1 to pull me out
and I just think its fair to pull me out by now

Well, Chazal say: Schar Mitzva Be'hai Alma Leka.

You are an amazing person, doing so much learning and chesed in spite of all your pain...
When Moshiach comes, hopefully any day now, it says that Hashem will reveal himself -
"ve'scharo Be'tzido"...

This world is dark, dark, dark. But it's only 120 years at most; a short little "hallway" to the
palace... What is 120 years compared to all eternity??

========================================================================
====
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Re: Here we go - Details about JIP
Posted by bardichev - 17 Mar 2010 20:26
_____________________________________

I NEED TO TREAD THIN ICE HERE

YOUR STORY BROKE MY HEART

I FEEL SOO BAD

ALL I CAN SAY IS

DO WHAT IT TAKES TO STOP THE VICIOUS CYCLE

YOUR YUMMY ZEESAH KINDERLACH NEED A HAPPY NORMAL PEACEFUL TATTEH

HECK IT IS A SICK WORLD

MAKE YOUR SLICE OF IT A LITTLE MORE PEACEFUL THEN WHAT YOU HAD GROWING
UP

YES THERE IS ENOUGH HURT AND BLAME TO GO AROUND

YOUR KIDS STILL NEED "YOU"!!!
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BARDS!

========================================================================
====
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